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 Wholesaler of decorative glasswareGeorgia Marketing Group Inc has been a

wholesaler and importer of fine glassware for over 20 years. All our products are

imported from our factory in Romania. All pieces which we offer are handmade by

artisans who have been specializing in glass blowing for years. In addition to the

meticulous process used in the creation, all our glassware is made from 100% lead

free crystal. This process not only ensures a highest clarity and purity, but also a

highest quality in the glassware as well. Currently, we feature 21 collections which

are sure to appeal to every taste and style through designs which are both classic

and modern.GMG also offers the option to custom design your glassware. If there is

a specific design or your company logo that you would like to see on the glassware

you want to purchase, we can create something that would be truly unique, and

your brand would stand out.We offer different tipe of glasses for different types of

drinks! WHITE WINE GLASS has a narrower bowl which keeps the wine cooler. Also it

needs less air for a lighter aroma. RED WINE GLASS has a wider bowl because it

allows the flavors to spread. The wider bowl allows more air to get to the wine

which releases the bold aroma and flavors.LARGE RED WINE BALLOON has a sizable

bowl with a wider mouth and more expose to air, allowing the wine to breath better.

The glass is perfect for Burgundy, Pinot Noir, and Bordeaux.FLUTE GLASS has a tall

and narrow shape which prolongs the chill and bubbles. The bowl is designed to

help retain the carbonation in the beverage by reducing the surface area at the

opening of the bowl.HALO FLUTE GLASS is different than a regular Flute glass. The

main difference is that the stem is open to the bottom, making the bubbles hit the

bottom and rejuvenating the carbonation for longer period than in regular

flutes.MARTINI GLASS has a distinctive shape which is visually appealing as well as

functional. The wide open brim produces surface tension that brings out the

bouquet of the spirit and makes the garnish stand out. The cone shape prevents the                                                page 1 / 2



different ingredients from separating and retaining the temperature of the

mixture.MARGARITA GLASS has a large bowl with a broad rim for holding salt. The

glass is normal used for: margaritas, fruit drinks and blended daiquiris.
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